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Abstract. There are known examples of linear integral trans-

formations T of finite double-norm on £«, such that neither the

transformation nor any of its iterates is compact, so that Fred-

holm's alternative does not hold unrestrictedly for the equation

(I — \T)g=f (X a complex number, g, /SL„). It is also known that

the alternative holds true for | x| less than the Fredholm radius of

T. Using a kernel decomposition, a quantity w is introduced and

the equivalence of an integral transformation system with com-

ponents of finite double-norm on £„ to a similar system that

satisfies the Fredholm alternative for | x| <w is proved. In contrast

to the Fredholm radius, an easy computation for u is available.

1. Introduction. Linear integral transformations of finite double-

norm on Lp have been considered by Zaanen [l]. We recall here the

definition of such transformations.

Definition. Let p be a a-finite measure on the set X, T(x, y) a pXp

measurable function on DXD, where D is a p-measurable subset of X,

and fELp(D, p), l^p^ », and consider the integral transformation

Tf(x) m  f T(x, y)f(y)dpv.
JD

T is said to be of finite double-norm on LP(D, p) whenever the number

| | T\ I |  (double-norm of T) is finite, where

111 r 111 =[f (f I T(x> y) \'dihf '<*"»] *> ™ith Up + Uq - i.

and where the interpretation in the boundary case p= «> is evident. Note

that T is bounded and \\t\\¿\\\t\\\.
In connection with corresponding integral equations, we may refer

to results by Trjitzinsky [2] and Willett [3], where sufficient condi-

tions for the convergence of successive approximations are given in
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the case of a single equation. These works also consider nonlinear

kernels. The present paper is concerned with the validity of Fred-

holm's alternative for linear systems of integral equations with

kernels of finite double-norm. Simple criteria for the convergence of

the Neumann series are also presented in terms of the double-norms

of the component kernels.

The case p = °o is especially interesting since there are examples of

transformations of finite double-norm on LK such that neither the

transformation nor any of its iterates is compact (see [l, p. 321]).

Hence an alternative theorem is not generally available for such

transformations. This stands in contrast to the case lg¡í><oo (at

least when n is a separable measure) : if 1 <p< <x>, then T is compact

on Lp into Lp, and if p = í, T2 is compact (see [l, pp. 320 and 323]).

If T is any bounded linear transformation on a Banach space B

and / is the identity transformation, it is known that the alternative

holds for the equation (I — \T)g=f provided |\| <ß, X is a complex

number, g,fEB, where ß is the Fredholm radius of T (see [4, pp. 205

and 217]). Note that ß^l/||r||.
When T corresponds to a given system of integral transformations

of finite double-norm on Lx, it is generally very difficult to compute

ß exactly. A certain decomposition of the kernels involved enables

us to introduce an easily computable quantity co which, while not

as sharp as ß in regard to the alternative, is sometimes better than

the rather crude value 1/|| 7||. The system is then reduced to a regular

Fredholm one, equivalent to the original singular system at least

for |X| <«, so that the alternative holds inside an co-circle.

The above results have been applied by the author to the solution

of elliptic and parabolic boundary value problems by means of

singular integral equations in the case of domains with nonsmooth

boundary, i.e., corners and angular lines are admitted (see [5] and

[6]).

2. Regularization of singular systems with kernels of finite double-

norm on Lm(D, ju). The following conventions will be used through-

out: lower or upper case letters with a single bar on top will denote

a vector in w-dimensional space. Upper case letters that are bold will

denote n by n matrices. Such matrices will also be written in terms

of double-indexed entries enclosed by key brackets, and the indices

indicate row and column position respectively.

A product Bü between a matrix B={Ba] and a vector

«=(«i, • • • , «„) will denote a vector v=(vi, ■ ■ ■ , vn) according to

the usual rule: v(= £"_i BifUj. Finally, let BU) = (Bu, ■ ■ ■ , Bnj),

j= 1, • • • , n, stand for the column vectors of B.
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Let Kij(x, y), i, j = \, ■ ■ ■ , n, be a set of kernels generating inte-

gral transformations of finite double-norm on LX(D, p), hence

(2.1) {    | Kij(x, y) | dpy á   |   | K{j \\\        for a.e. x £ D.

K will denote the matrix of integral operators corresponding to the

kernels Kiá(x, y). Consider the following system of integral equations

for the unknown functions gi(x), with given fi(x)ELx(D, p), i

= 1, • • • , re:

(2.2) (/ - XK)g(x) = f(x)        for a.e. x £ D,

where X is a complex number,/(x) = (/i(x), • • • ,/„(x)), etc.

The kernel decomposition and regularization that follows were

considered by Carleman [7], [8] in the case of a single equation.

The extension of Carleman's method to systems is the content of the

following

Theorem. Let K(x, y) be a matrix of kernels satisfying (2.1) and

assume that K(x, y) = G(x, y)-\-H(x, y), where the kernels i?,y(x, y) are

essentially bounded on DXD and (I — XG)_1 exists for |x| <co (one can

take ur1 = ||Af||m as defined in §3 for instance). Then the singular system

of integral equations (2.2) is equivalent to the regular Fredholm system

(I-\Z)g = F for |X| <a, where F = F(x; X) = (/-XG)-1/^) and the

column vectors Z(j) are defined as solutions of the auxiliary systems

(I — XG)ZU) = HU)(x, y),       y is a parameter here,

/.= 1, • • • , ».

Proof. Suppose g satisfies (2.2). Observing that H(x, y)g(y)

= E?-i gfoWHx, y), (2-2) becomes

(/ - XG)g(x) - X ¿ f gj(y)H^(x, y)dßv = f(x).
j—1 J D

Replacing/(x) in terms of F(x; X) and HU)(x, y) as given by (2.3)

(F and Z(,) are well defined for | X | <co) one obtains

(/ - \Z)g(x) - F(x; X) + XG(F - g)(x)

+ X2 Ê f gi(y) \ f G(x, f)Zü>(«, y, X)dp?\dpv = 0.

Since fD I Gik(x, z) \ dpz < » for a.e. x££> and ZkJ(z, y ; X) is essentially

bounded on DXD for all |x| <w, the order of integration can be in-

terchanged in the X2-term, and (2.4) becomes
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(2.5) (I - \G)U(x) = 0       for a.e. x E D,

where

h(2.6) U(x) = g(x) - X      Z(x, y; \)g(y)dß - F(x; X).
J D

But | X| <w, so that (2.5) implies U(x) = 0 for a.e. xED.

Conversely, let g be a solution of (I — XZ)g = F. If we form with f

the expression U defined by (2.6), it is clear that U = 0 so that (2.5)

holds. Replacing U by its definition in terms of g, (2.5) becomes (2.2).

3. Neumann series solution of systems of integral equations

whose component kernels generate integral transformations of

finite double-norm on LP(D, ¿u). Consider a single integral equation

(I — hG)g=f, where G is an integral transformation with finite double-

norm | | I G| | | on LP(D, n), l^p^ ». As is well known, the Neu-

mann series solution g = y,r=n \"G"f converges in LP(D, ¡j.) for

|X| <1/| | IG| | |. There is no unique analogue of the above simple con-

vergence criterion for systems of integral equations. This is due to

the fact that a cartesian product of normed spaces can be endowed

with a variety of norms made up from the norms in the component

spaces. For instance, if f(x) = (fi(x), ■ ■ ■ ,fn(x)) with f¡(x) ELP(D, ¡x),

then

17 (*) U - (ll/i(*)ll- + • • • + ll/.oolhu»

is a norm on L,X • • • X¿j for any i^m^ ». We shall also use

I m to denote the corresponding norm in numerical «-space when no

confusion arises. Let h = (Ai, • ■ • , hn) be a vector in numerical space

such that ||/j(x)|| ^ | Ay| for all j = i, • ■ ■ , n. The norm |   |m has the

obvious property | f(x)\m^\h\m.

Consider now the system of integral equations

(3.1)    gi(x) - X X) I  Gij(x, y)gj(y)dß = /,(*),
y-i J d

i = \,

where each G.y has finite double-norm | | \Gij\ \ | on Lp(D,¡x). Obviously

we have:

^ £ infill il/,]y-i(3.2) I  ¿ f G^x, y)f3(y)dß
11  j-l J D

SetM-{||G«||}andF-(||/i||, ■ • • , ||/„||); (3.2) implies

(3.3) | Gf(x) |„ £  | MF \u g ||M||m | ~f(x) |m,
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where ||M||m is the norm of the linear transformation induced by M

on numerical re-space with norm |m. By (3.3), the Neu-

mann series g(x) = 2~ln~o XnGn/(x), solution of (3.1), converges for

|X| <l/||Af||m. In particular,

||M||i=  max   ¿ HI G«|| |,
lëJSn   ¿=1

Inn \ 1/2

l|M|M(ZEII|Gfy|||A    ,
\   1=1  J=l /

||M||. = max   ¿ |||G,-y|||.
lSiin  y=i
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